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Going Rouge
As the active-duty daughter of international spies,
sixteen-year-old safecracker Maggie Silver never
attended high school so when she and her parents are
sent to New York for her first solo assignment, Maggie
is introduced to cliques, school lunches, andmaybe
even a boyfriend.

Dog Company
The second graphic novel, and sequel to Wires and
Nerve, Volume 1, from #1 New York Times and USA
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Today Bestseller Marissa Meyer! The world of the
Lunar Chronicles comes alive in this thrilling
continuation of Wires and Nerve. Iko—an audacious
android and best friend to the Lunar Queen
Cinder—has been tasked with hunting down Alpha
Lysander Steele, the leader of a rogue band of
bioengineered wolf-soldiers who threaten to undo the
tenuous peace agreement between Earth and Luna.
Unless Cinder can reverse the mutations that were
forced on them years before, Steele and his soldiers
plan to satisfy their monstrous appetites with a
massacre of the innocent people of Earth. And to
show he's serious, Steele is taking hostages. Cinder
and Kai, Scarlet and Wolf, Cress and Thorne, and
Winter and Jacin all feature in this epic new battle. But
it is Iko who must face her deepest fears when she
uncovers the truth about her own unusual
programming. Questions of love, friendship, and
mortality take Iko on an emotional journey that will
satisfy and delight fans of this bestselling series.

The Rogue
Emmy and Oliver were going to be best friends
forever, or maybe even more, before their futures
were ripped apart. In Emmy's soul, despite the space
and time between them, their connection has never
been severed. But is their story still written in the
stars? Or are their hearts like the pieces of two
different puzzles—impossible to fit together? Emmy
just wants to be in charge of her own life. . . . She
wants to stay out late, surf her favorite beach—go
anywhere without her parents' relentless worrying.
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But Emmy's parents can't seem to let her grow
up—not since the day Oliver disappeared. Oliver
needs a moment to figure out his heart. . . . He'd
thought, all these years, that his dad was the good
guy. He never knew that it was his father who had
kidnapped him and kept him on the run. Discovering
it, and finding himself returned to his old hometown,
all at once, has his heart racing, and his thoughts
swirling. Readers who love Sarah Dessen will devour
these pages with hearts in throats as Emmy and
Oliver struggle to face the messy, confusing
consequences of Oliver's father's crime. Full of
romance, coming-of-age emotion, and heartache,
these two equally compelling characters create an
unforgettable story.

Going Rogue
How does ten million dollars disappear after a
narcotics deal ends in a deadly shootout? Hartford
detective Dan Shields searches for the money, but he
soon comes face to face with the gun-toting thug
who'd nearly killed him six years ago. With vengeance
in his blood, the detective attempts to bring down his
nemesis, resorting to tactics that almost cost him his
badge. He'd never been ordered off a caseuntil now.
Having avoided suspension, Dan investigates the
discovery of a body found in a swampy grave on
private property. Knowing this dead man had been
killed months ago, and he'd been buried in a local
cemetery, the detective is puzzled by this bizarre
crime. How did this displaced corpse end up in that
hole, and who would have committed such a heinous
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act? Dan starts his own digging, and he's suddenly
thrust back into the hunt for the missing cash as
these two, seemingly unrelated events, intertwine
into one explosive mystery. The savvy detective puts
himself in harms way as he uncovers the trutha truth
no one could have foreseen.

Dead and Gone
Dear Lady Truelove . . . My twin brother and I need a
new mother, though Papa insists he’ll never marry
again. Must be nice, brainy, and fond of cats . . . Lady
Truelove may be London’s most famous advice
columnist, but James St. Clair, the Earl of Kenyon,
knows his wild young sons need a tutor, not a new
mother. They need a man tough enough to make his
hellions tow the line, and James is determined to find
one. Miss Amanda Leighton, former schoolteacher and
governess, knows she has all the qualifications to be a
tutor. And while female tutors are unheard of,
Amanda isn’t about to lose the chance at her dream
job because of pesky details like that. If Lord Kenyon
insists on hiring a man, then she has only one option .
. . Jamie isn’t sure what to make of his new employee,
until he realizes the shocking truth—beneath the illfitting suits, his boys’ tutor is a woman. An
unconventional, outspoken, thoroughly intriguing
woman. Despite Amanda’s deception, he can’t
dismiss her when his boys are learning so much. Yet
Jamie, too, is learning surprising lessons—about
desire, seduction, and passionate second chances . . .

Rogue Wave
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Ten-year-old Avery Green loves science. He loves
football. He is crazy about Star Wars. But Hebrew
school? No, thank you. Avery would rather have his
arms sliced off with a lightsaber than sit through one
more day of Hebrew School. He’s only asked about a
million times why he has to go, but no one in his
family has managed to convince him. And then one
day, Rabbi Bob shows up. He is strange, but how
strange? And strange how? Piecing together some
unusual clues, Avery begins to suspect that this new
rabbi might be a Jedi master. Armed with something
more powerful than a lightsaber, he sets out to reveal
the surprising truth. Going Rogue (at Hebrew School)
is a hilarious tale about the deep passions of a
10-year-old boy, Judaism, family, big questions and
the surprising journey one can have in pursuit of truth
and understanding. A book for any child who
questions the purpose of religious school and any
parent who has run out of answers.

Also Known As
Ethan Damont's legendary gambling skills have
earned him a place at the gaming tables of London's
most exclusive homes. He has used his dubious place
in Society to aid The Liar's Club. But his latest favor to
the group has not only put his life in danger-it has
thrown him together with the woman who tempts him
to forgo his rakish ways. Lady Jane Pennington is the
ravishing niece of a suspected traitor. Now it's Ethan's
job to discover if the woman he finds irresistible is
naïve to her uncle's deceit-or guilty of treason against
the Crown Jane can barely wait for the Season to endPage 5/27
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until she meets Ethan Damont. After a humiliating
first encounter, Jane expects a scoundrel like Ethan to
joke at her expense. Instead, he behaves like a
perfect gentleman. But just as Jane finds herself
overcome by her desire for Ethan, he takes her
captive. Suddenly, she is pulled into a dangerous
world where it's impossible to know who is friend-and
who is foe. Will Ethan prove to be her undoingor the
love she has always longed for?

The Royal Rogue
CIA agent Jake Keller and his partner, Curt Roach, are
in Yemen on an important mission to bomb a meeting
of top al Qaeda leaders from an orbiting drone. But
the drone stops responding to their signals and
disappears. When next seen, the drone is attacking
innocent pilgrims. The U.S. government is desperate
to disavow this atrocity. Who better to blame than a
couple of rogue CIA agents? With all the governments
of the Middle East looking for them and no help from
their own side, they are in a desperate race to stay
ahead of the mob and find out who's actually behind
the crime.

Rogue Strike
Audrey, Wait!
When Maggie Silver's parents are falsely accused of
stealing gold coins, she must use her safecracking
skills to clear their names, with help from the "new
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team" she has formed as an undercover operative in
a New York City high school.

The Extraordinary Secrets of April, May,
& June
Read the delightfully silly series that inspired the
television animation. Zack Freeman is ready to tell his
story The story of a boy and his crazy, runaway bum.
It's the story of a crack bum-fighting unit called the Bteam, a legendary Bum Hunter and his formidable
daughter, and some of the biggest, ugliest and
meanest bums ever to roam the face of the Earth. A
story of courage and endurance that takes Zack on a
journey across the Great Windy Desert, through the
Brown Forest and over the Sea of Bums before
descending into the heart of an explosive bumcano to
confront the biggest, ugliest and meanest bum of
them all

The Lady Rogue
Maddie thought she and Logan would be friends
forever. But when your dad is a Secret Service agent
and your best friend is the president's son, sometimes
life has other plans. Before she knows it, Maddie's dad
is dragging her to a cabin in the middle of the Alaskan
wilderness. No phone. No Iinternet. And not a single
word from Logan. Maddie tells herself it's okay. After
all, she's the most popular girl for twenty miles in any
direction. She has wood to cut and weapons to
bedazzle. Her life is full. Until Logan shows up six
years later . . . And Maddie wants to kill him. But
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before that can happen, an assailant appears out of
nowhere, knocking Maddie off a cliff and dragging
Logan to some unknown fate. Maddie knows she
could turn back- and get help. But the weather is
turning and the terrain will only get more treacherous,
the animals more deadly. Maddie still really wants to
kill Logan. But she has to save him first.

Going Rogue (At Hebrew School)
THE MORE YOU KNOW ABOUT THE FUTURE, THE
MORE THERE MAY BE TO FEAR. Tara Sheridan is the
best criminal profiler around—and the most
unconventional. Trained as a forensic psychologist,
Tara also specializes in Tarot card reading. But she
doesn’t need her divination skills to realize that the
new assignment from her friend and sometime lover,
Agent Harry Li, is a dangerous proposition in every
way. Former Cold War operatives, all linked to a topsecret operation tracking the disposal of nuclear
weapons in Russia, are disappearing. There are no
bodies, and no clues to their whereabouts. Harry
suspects a conspiracy to sell arms to the highest
bidder. The cards—and Tara’s increasingly ominous
dreams—suggest something darker. Even as Tara
sorts through her feelings for Harry and her fractured
relationship with the mysterious order known as
Delphi’s Daughters, a killer is growing more ruthless
by the day. And a nightmare that began decades ago
in Chernobyl will reach a terrifying endgame that not
even Tara could have foreseen. . . .

Governess Gone Rogue
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Former safe-cracking spy, Maggie Silver, likes her new
life as a regular high-school girl. Mostly. Okay, so
there's the usual cliques, bad lunches and
frustratingly simple locker combinations, but there's
also her new boyfriend, Jessie, and insanely cool best
friend, Roux. So when her parents are falsely accused
of a crime, Maggie and her new team flee to Paris
where she will have to use all her skills as a spy in
order to clear their names. Too bad it only puts her
and everyone she loves in danger.

Emmy & Oliver
~Chosen as one of Library Journal's Best Romances of
2014~ For years he’d lived a lie. It was time to tell the
truth . . . even if it cost him the woman he loved. Ten
years ago he was a boy, given the name Thomas
Paxton and sent by Revolutionary France to infiltrate
the British Intelligence Service. Now his sense of
honor brings him back to London, alone and unarmed,
to confess. But instead of facing the gallows, he’s
given one last impossible assignment to prove his
loyalty. Lovely, lying, former French spy Camille
Leyland is dragged from her safe rural obscurity by
threats and blackmail. Dusting off her spy skills, she
sets out to track down a ruthless French fanatic and
rescue the innocent victim he’s holding—only to find
an old colleague already on the case. Pax. Old
friendship turns to new love, and as Pax and Camille’s
dark secrets loom up from the past, Pax is left with a
choice—go rogue from the Service or lose Camille
forever…
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I Love Rogues
Collects Rogue (2004) #1-6. During her time as part
of the X-Men, the woman known as Rogue has been
many things: fighter, friend, soldier, lover and now,
daughter. When an X-Men mission brings Rogue back
to her childhood home in Mississippi, she comes face
to face with the demons in her past and a terrible
secret that has haunted her family since her birth!

Sleuth or Dare
When Katarina Bishop was three, her parents took her
to the Louvreto case it. For her seventh birthday,
Katarina and her Uncle Eddie traveled to Austriato
steal the crown jewels. When Kat turned fifteen, she
planned a con of her own--scamming her way into the
best boarding school in the country, determined to
leave the family business behind. Unfortunately,
leaving "the life" for a normal life proves harder than
she'd expected. Soon, Kat's friend and former coconspirator, Hale, appears out of nowhere to bring her
back into the world she tried so hard to escape. But
he has good reason: a powerful mobster's art
collection has been stolen, and he wants it returned.
Only a master thief could have pulled this job, and
Kat's father isn't just on the suspect list, he is the list.
Caught between Interpol and a far more deadly
enemy, Kat's dad needs her help. For Kat there is only
one solution: track down the paintings and steal them
back. So what if it's a spectacularly impossible job?
She's got two weeks, a teenage crew, and hopefully
just enough talent to pull off the biggest heist in her
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family's (very crooked) history--and, with any luck,
steal her life back along the way.

Rogue
I hugged my sisters and they fit against my sides like
two jigsaw pieces that would never fit anywhere else.
I couldn?t imagine ever letting them go again, like
releasing them would be to surrender the best parts
of myself. Three sisters share a magical, unshakeable
bond in this witty high-concept novel from the
critically acclaimed author of Audrey, Wait! Around
the time of their parents? divorce, sisters April, May,
and June recover special powers from
childhood?powers that come in handy navigating the
hell that is high school. Powers that help them cope
with the hardest year of their lives. But could they
have a greater purpose? April, the oldest and a bit of
a worrier, can see the future. Middle-child May can
literally disappear. And baby June reads
minds?everyone?s but her own. When April gets a
vision of disaster, the girls come together to save the
day and reconcile their strained family. They realize
that no matter what happens, powers or no powers,
they?ll always have each other. Because there?s one
thing stronger than magic: sisterhood.

Also Known As
A New York Times Book Review Top 10 Crime Novel
for the Year "John McMahon is one of those rare
writers who seem to have sprung out of nowhere. His
first novel, The Good Detective, which is pretty much
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perfect, features a decent if flawed hero battling
personal troubles while occupied with a murder case
of great consequence to his community."--New York
Times Book Review Introducing Detective P.T. Marsh
in a swift and bruising debut where Elmore Leonard's
staccato prose meets Greg Iles' Southern settings.
How can you solve a crime if you've killed the prime
suspect? Detective P.T. Marsh was a rising star on the
police force of Mason Falls, Georgia--until his wife and
young son died in an accident. Since that night, he's
lost the ability to see the line between smart moves
and disastrous decisions. Such as when he agrees to
help out a woman by confronting her abusive
boyfriend. When the next morning he gets called to
the scene of his newest murder case, he is stunned to
arrive at the house of the very man he beat up the
night before. He could swear the guy was alive when
he left, but can he be sure? What's certain is that his
fingerprints are all over the crime scene. The trouble
is only beginning. When the dead body of a black
teenager is found in a burned-out field with a portion
of a blackened rope around his neck, P.T. realizes he
might have killed the number-one suspect of this
horrific crime. Amid rising racial tension and media
scrutiny, P.T. uncovers something sinister at the heart
of the boy's murder--a conspiracy leading all the way
back to the time of the Civil War. Risking everything
to unravel the puzzle even as he fights his own
personal demons, P.T. races headlong toward an
incendiary and life-altering showdown.

The Good Detective
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A celebration of sexy scoundrels includes Bertrice
Small's story in which Princess Zuleika of Dariyabar,
in an attempt to defy her family, marries the enemy
and, in his arms, finds passion beyond her wildest
dreams.

Under the Dome: Part 2
rogue (r¯og), n: An elephant that has separated from
a herd and roams about alone,in which state it is very
savage.—Webster’s Revised Unabridged Dictionary
After three years of research, bestselling journalist Joe
McGinniss presents his already controversial and
much anticipated investigative chronicle of Sarah
Palin as an individual, politician, and cultural
phenomenon. In his critically acclaimed book about
Alaska, Going to Extremes, the fledgling state itself
was Joe McGinniss’s subject. Although he didn’t
hesitate to reveal the many flaws and contradictions
behind its “last frontier” image, McGinniss fell in love
with the land and its people. More than three decades
later, he returned to Alaska in search of its most
famous resident, Sarah Palin. On Election Day 2008,
McGinniss began his on-the-ground reporting that
culminated, famously, in his moving next door to
Sarah Palin in spring 2010. THE ROGUE is the eagerly
awaited result of his research and writing: a startling
study of the illusion and reality of Sarah Palin—and a
probing look at the Alaska and the America that
produced her. Sometimes funny, sometimes
frightening, always provocative and illuminating, THE
ROGUE answers the questions “Who is she, really?,”
“How did she happen?,” and “Will she ever go away?”
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In all of his books, McGinniss has scrutinized the
mysterious space between image and reality—how
that space is created, negotiated, and/or
manipulated. Now, with The Rogue, McGinniss
combines his deep appreciation of the place Sarah
Palin comes from with his uncanny ability to
penetrate the façades of people in public life. The
result is an extraordinary double narrative that
alternately traces Palin’s curious rise to political
prominence and worldwide celebrity status and
recounts the author’s day-to-day experiences as he
uncovers the messy reality beneath the glossy Palin
myth. Readers will find THE ROGUE at once bitingly
insightful, hilarious, and profoundly ominous in what it
reveals—not just about the dark underpinnings of a
potential presidential nominee but also in regard to
the huge numbers of Americans who passionately
support her.

Rogue
There was no going back; there was no choice,
anymore. I'd chosen out and this was it: hot-cold, drywet, bright-dark and lonely. Hayley has gone rogue.
She's left everything she's ever known - her friends,
her bees, her whole world - because her curiosity was
too big to fit within the walls of her underwater home.
But what is this new world she's come to? Has Hayley
finally found somewhere she can belong? Or will she
have to keep running? The thrilling conclusion to Hive
from award-winning, internationally bestselling author
A. J. Betts BLOGGER PRAISE FOR ROGUE 'Every now
and then a book (or series) comes along that
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completely surprises you, and the second book in The
Vault duology, Rogue, is one of those books.' Noveltea
Corner 'A fast paced novelI found it hard to put down!'
Shelle Reads Books 'There are warnings and parallels
to our lives now running through Rogue and I think
that makes it feel all the more real when you are
reading itthe ending makes you smile and your heart
hum.' Sarah Says

Rogue Spy
Now with a forward by Sean Hannity, this powerful
story of brotherhood, bravery, and patriotism exposes
the true stories behind some of the Army's darkest
secrets. The Army does not want you to read this
book. It does not want to advertise its detention
system that coddles enemy fighters while putting
American soldiers at risk. It does not want to reveal
the new lawyered-up Pentagon war ethic that
prosecutes U.S. soldiers and Marines while setting
free spies who kill Americans. This very system
ambushed Captain Roger Hill and his men. Hill, a
West Point grad and decorated combat veteran, was a
rising young officer who had always followed the
letter of the military law. In 2007, Hill got his dream
job: infantry commander in the storied 101st
Airborne. His new unit, Dog Company, 1-506th, had
just returned stateside from the hell of Ramadi. The
men were brilliant in combat but unpolished at home,
where paperwork and inspections filled their days.
With tough love, Hill and his First Sergeant, an oldschool former drill instructor named Tommy Scott,
turned the company into the top performers in the
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battalion. Hill and Scott then led Dog Company into
combat in Afghanistan, where a third of their men
became battlefield casualties after just six months.
Meanwhile, Hill found himself at war with his own
battalion commander, a charismatic but difficult man
who threatened to relieve Hill at every turn. After two
of his men died on a routine patrol, Hill and a
counterintelligence team busted a dozen enemy
infiltrators on their base in the violent province of
Wardak. Abandoned by his high command, Hill
suddenly faced an excruciating choice: follow Army
rules the way he always had, or damn the rules to his
own destruction and protect the men he'd grown to
love.

Remo Went Rogue
Sarah Palin has many faces: hockey mom,
fundamentalist Christian, sex symbol, Republican
ideologue, fashion icon, "maverick" populist. But,
above all, Palin has become one thing: an American
obsession that just won't go away. Edited by two
senior editors at 'The Nation' magazine, this sharp,
smart, up-to-the-minute book examines Palin's quirky
origins in Wasilla, Alaska, her spectacular rise to the
effective leadership of the Republican Party, and the
nightmarish prospect of her continuing to dominate
the nation's political scene. With contributions by:
Amy Alexander, Max Blumenthal, Juan Cole, Joe
Conason, Jeanne Devon, Eve Ensler, Michelle
Goldberg, Jane Hamsher, Christopher Hayes, Mark
Hertsgaard, Jim Hightower, Linda Hirshman, Naomi
Klein, Dahlia Lithwick, Amanda Marcotte, Shannyn
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Moore, John Nichols, Rick Perlstein, Tom Perrotta,
Katha Pollitt, Robert Reich, Frank Rich, Hanna Rosin,
Jeff Sharlet, Matt Taibbi, Michael Tomasky, Rebecca
Traister, Katrina vanden Heuvel, Jessica Valenti,
Patricia Williams, JoAnn Wypijewski and Gary Younge
among others.

Rogue Moon
The award-winning author of The Cay presents eight
gripping stories of adventure at sea, including the tale
of a teenager who fights to survive after a thundering
wave leaves her trapped in an overturned boat.
Reprint.

The Rogue
After an invisible force field seals off Chester Mills,
Maine, from the rest of the world, it is up to Dale
Barbara, an Iraq veteran, and a select group of
citizens to save the town, if they can get past Big Jim
Rennie, a murderous politician, and his son, who
hides a horrible secret in his dark pantry. Reprint.

Not If I Save You First
THE DRAGONS OF TALON: Once hunted nearly to
extinction, they are now poised to take over the
world. THE ORDER OF ST. GEORGE: The legendary
dragonslayers will stop at nothing to wipe dragons
from the face of the earth. These mortal enemies are
locked in secret and deadly combat, with humanity
none the wiser. To take her rightful place in the Talon
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organization, young dragon Ember Hill must prove
she can hide her true nature and blend in with
humans. Her delight at the prospect of a summer of
"normal" teen experiences is short-lived, however,
once she discovers that she's also expected to train
for her destined career in Talon. But a chance
meeting with a rogue dragon will soon challenge
everything Ember has been taught. As Ember
struggles to accept her future, St. George soldier
Garret Xavier Sebastian is tasked with hunting her
down. But when faced with Ember's bravery,
confidence and all-too-human desires, Garret begins
to question everything the Order has ingrained in
him--and what he might be willing to give up to
uncover the truth about dragons.

Rogue: The Vault Book 2
“A swashbuckling adventure.” —Booklist “A rollicking
Indiana Jones flick with a female lead.” —BCCB The
Last Magician meets A Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and
Virtue in this thrilling, “breathless” (Kirkus Reviews)
tale filled with magic and set in the mysterious
Carpathian Mountains where a girl must hunt down
Vlad the Impaler’s cursed ring in order to save her
father. Some legends never die… Traveling with her
treasure-hunting father has always been a dream for
Theodora. She’s read every book in his library, has an
impressive knowledge of the world’s most soughtafter relics, and has all the ambition in the world.
What she doesn’t have is her father’s permission.
That honor goes to her father’s nineteen-year-old
protégé—and once-upon-a-time love of Theodora’s
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life—Huck Gallagher, while Theodora is left to sit
alone in her hotel in Istanbul. Until Huck returns from
an expedition without her father and enlists
Theodora’s help in rescuing him. Armed with her
father’s travel journal, the reluctant duo learns that
her father had been digging up information on a
legendary and magical ring that once belonged to
Vlad the Impaler—more widely known as
Dracula—and that it just might be the key to finding
him. Journeying into Romania, Theodora and Huck
embark on a captivating adventure through Gothic
villages and dark castles in the misty Carpathian
Mountains to recover the notorious ring. But they
aren’t the only ones who are searching for it. A
secretive and dangerous occult society with a
powerful link to Vlad the Impaler himself is hunting for
it, too. And they will go to any lengths—including
murder—to possess it.

Mecha Rogue
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business
columnist James Surowiecki explores a deceptively
simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than
an elite few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving
problems, fostering innovation, coming to wise
decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless
erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki
ranges across fields as diverse as popular culture,
psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics,
artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to
show how this simple idea offers important lessons for
how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our
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companies, and think about our world.

The Wisdom of Crowds
When you don’t know which side to trust, go rogue.
Matt Lowell is the hottest new recruit in the Universal
Union’s select group of pilots. Their job—control the
supremely powerful biochemical robotic avatars
known as Mecha. Now, the Prime of Universal Union
herself has offered him an unprecedented
opportunity: return to Earth to train a new elite force
for a covert mission that’s imperative to the future of
the Union. When he and his team embark on their
mission—on a border world that may be a target for
the anarchical Corsairs—Matt finds that everything is
not as it seems. The world is home to a dark secret
that underlies the very foundation of the Union itself,
and suddenly Matt doesn’t know which side he and
his mighty Mecha should be fighting for—or against.

Wires and Nerve, Volume 2
While trying to score a date with her cute co-worker
at the Scooper Dooper, sixteen-year-old Audrey gains
unwanted fame and celebrity status when her exboyfriend, a rock musician, records a breakup song
about her that soars to the top of the Billboard charts.
Reprint.

Rogue Lawyer
From New York Times bestselling, National Book
Award winning author Robin Benway comes the first
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book in a hilarious and romantic duology about a
normal girl . . . who just so happens to be a spy. Being
a 16-year-old safecracker and active-duty daughter of
international spies has its moments, good and bad.
Pros: Seeing the world one crime-solving adventure at
a time. Having parents with super cool jobs. Cons:
Never staying in one place long enough to have
friends or a boyfriend. But for Maggie Silver, the
biggest perk of all has been avoiding high school and
the accompanying cliques, bad lunches, and
frustratingly simple locker combinations. Then Maggie
and her parents are sent to New York for her first solo
assignment, and all of that changes. She'll need to
attend a private school, avoid the temptation to hack
the school's security system, and befriend one
aggravatingly cute Jesse Oliver to gain the essential
information she needs to crack the case . . . all while
trying not to blow her cover.

Going Rogue: an Also Known As Novel
BEKA COOPER IS a rookie with the Provost's Guard,
and she's been assigned to the Lower City. It's a
tough beat, but Beka can hear the voices of the dead
on the wings of pigeons, and Beka's birds clue her in
to two major murderers on the loose. The rest of the
Guard is busy investigating the fire opal killer, so it's
up to Beka to nab the Shadow Snake.Tamora Pierce
begins a new Tortall trilogy introducing Beka Cooper,
a young woman who lived 200 years before Pierce's
popular Alanna character. Pierce employs first-person
narration, bringing readers even closer to a character
that they will love for her unusual talents and tough
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personality.

Going Rogue (At Hebrew School)
A nomadic lawyer because of frequent death threats,
Sebastian Rudd takes on a case involving a braindamaged young man accused of murdering two little
girls.

Terrier
Melanie, having finally met the love of her life, finds
herself falling for her boyfriend's reclusive, younger
brother and attempts to bring some joy into his life in
this sequel to Real. Original.

Heist Society
Endorsements: "Remo Went Rogue is a fast-paced,
cinematic, and viciously dark novel that caught me
completely off guard and left me wanting more. Mike
McCrary is definitely a writer to watch." - John Rector,
Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author of Out of the
Black, Already Gone, and The Cold Kiss. "Either
somebody set Chuck Palahniuk and Elmore Leonard
up on a blind date or we have a new mad genius on
our hands. Mike McCrary delivers a mini-pulp
masterpiece with prose that pounds with the best of
'em, and a character in Remo Cobb so wickedly
lovable you'll want to name your first born after him.
As far as I'm concerned, crime fiction just got kicked
in the balls." - Peter Farris, author of Last Call for the
Living Product description: When top defense attorney
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Remo Cobb decides to double-cross the most violent,
ruthless clients he's ever known, he hopes his good
deed goes unpunished. He's Wrong. Dead Wrong. The
clients in question are the psychopathic Mashburn
Brothers, and they have just gotten free. Now they
will stop at nothing to take back their hard-earned
money and make Remo suffer for wronging them.

Talon
A tale of forbidden romance, adventure, and
unprecedented betrayal awaits you in The Royal
Rogue. Let your heart pound to the rhythm of clashing
swords and thundering hooves in this adrenaline
fueled adventure. Set within the fabled city of
Nevaharday, the story begins with Jaycent Connor, a
reluctant prince who refuses to assume his father's
title after a mysterious illness took his parents lives.
The lords of the land couldn't sway the prince to
ascend the throne and assume his rightful place as
ruler. The harder they tried, the farther the prince
seemed to drift into a realm of apathy and solitude.
Then the nightmares began. Terrible, brutal dreams
that crossed the threshold into reality as the prince
found himself waking up to the wounds he had
sustained in his sleep. Rest became impossible as the
life of Nevaharday's only heir teetered in the balance.
Healers were baffled, their remedies useless. So
Prince Connor took matters into his own hands. He
sought the help of an outlawed band of horse folk
known as “the gypsies.” Particularly, a green eyed
beauty named Levee Tensley. Together they unravel
the truth. The prince was never ill. Neither were his
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parents. It all led back the magic and lies of an
illusionist bent on seizing his kingdom and
extinguishing the Connor line. However, the more
they uncover, the more they wonder: can they stop
him? Or are their efforts too little, too late? Whether
you're a fantasy connoisseur, horse lover, or casual
reader, Carlton's debut novel will have you enchanted
from the first paragraph to the very last page. Her
race of “horse folk” are original, charming, and so
believable, they will pull you right into the story.

The Day My Butt Went Psycho: TV Tie-In
Deserter. Traitor. ROGUE. Ember Hill left the dragon
organization Talon to take her chances with rebel
dragon Cobalt and his crew of rogues. But she can't
forget Garret, the soldier of the dragonslaying Order
of St. George who saved her from a Talon
assassin--and by doing so, signed his own death
warrant. Determined to save Garret from execution,
Ember must convince Cobalt to help her break into
the Order's headquarters. With assassins after them
and Ember's own brother helping Talon with the hunt,
the rogues find an unexpected ally in Garret and a
new perspective on the underground battle between
Talon and St. George. A reckoning is brewing, and the
secrets hidden by both sides are shocking and deadly.
Soon Ember must decide: Should she retreat to fight
another dayor start an all-out war?

Rogue Oracle
Ten-year-old Avery Green loves science. He loves
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football. He is crazy about Star Wars. But Hebrew
school? No, thank you. Avery would rather have his
arms sliced off with a lightsaber than sit through one
more day of Hebrew School. He’s only asked about a
million times why he has to go, but no one in his
family has managed to convince him. And then one
day, Rabbi Bob shows up. He is strange, but how
strange? And strange how? Piecing together some
unusual clues, Avery begins to suspect that this new
rabbi might be a Jedi master. Armed with something
more powerful than a lightsaber, he sets out to reveal
the surprising truth. Going Rogue (at Hebrew School)
is a hilarious tale about the deep passions of a
10-year-old boy, Judaism, family, big questions and
the surprising journey one can have in pursuit of truth
and understanding. A book for any child who
questions the purpose of religious school and any
parent who has run out of answers.

Rogue
On September 3, 2008, Alaska Governor Sarah Palin
gave a speech at the Republican National Convention
that electrified the nation and instantly made her one
of the most recognizable women in the world. As chief
executive of America’s largest state, she had built a
record as a reformer who cast aside politics-as-usual
and pushed through changes other politicians only
talk about: Energy independence. Ethics reform. And
the biggest private sector infrastructure project in
U.S. history. While revitalizing public-school funding
and ensuring the state met its responsibilities to
seniors and Alaska Native populations, Palin also beat
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the political "good ol’ boys club" at their own game
and brought Big Oil to heel. In this eagerly anticipated
memoir, Palin paints an intimate portrait of growing
up in the wilds of Alaska, meeting her lifelong love,
her decision to enter politics, the importance of faith
and family, and the unique joys and trials of life as a
high-profile working mother. She also opens up for the
first time about the 2008 presidential race, providing
a rare mom's-eye view of high-stakes national
politics—from patriots dedicated to "Country First" to
slick politicos bent on winning at any cost. Going
Rogue traces one ordinary citizen's extraordinary
journey, and imparts Palin's vision of a way forward
for America and her unfailing hope in the greatest
nation on earth.
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